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Roots of Violence Conferences 
Workshop by Blocks Together 

September 18, 2010 
 
Introduction 

-  Activity to get people moving and motivated; volunteers from audience asked to draw/write on 
paper 

- Explanation of the workshop; model the workshop and then teach people how to do it 
themselves 

- Questions for the audience to gauge audience 
o What do you think of when you think of violence? 

 crime, guns, disconnection btw. family, community, mothers, drama, 
altercations 

o What types of violence are there? 
 racial violence – violence against races; walking in wrong neighborhood; gang;  

domestic 
o What forms are hard to see? 

 non-verbal; violent posturing – threatening  each other without saying anything 
- Large piece of paper with 2 circles (one inside of the other) Outside piece of paper = systems; 

larger circle – person to person; smaller circle – self 
o Violence within self: examples - self-esteem such as beating yourself up over things, 

drugs 
o Violence within person to person: examples - gun violence, beatings 
o Violence within systems: examples - gang violence; gentrification – another race or class 

taking over; people get displaced and other people move in 
Activity: School to Prison Pipeline Game Show! 

- Guidelines: Break into 4 groups for a game; each group picks a way to ‘buzz’ in; all team 
members must give input for the answer; Team 1: Beep, Beep, Stomp; Team 2: Peace; Team 3: 
Clapping; Team 4: Ready! 

- School to Prison Pipeline Game Show Questions:  
o Metal detectors were instituted in schools after students in white,  

 True.  Different stories 
o Corporal punishment is legal in Illinois 

 False.  Examples from audience members about stories 
o Zero tolerance is an approach to discipline students in Chicago only used when students 

bring guns and drugs to school. 
 False.  Attendance, behavior, tardiness, etc. are also used 
 Started off saying it was for guns and drugs, but quickly moved to cover other 

offenses 
 Zero tolerance = policy that states after one disciplinary action, students who 

commit another will be expelled 
 Example: Used against the victims as well.  Student was attacked and both 

students were expelled: 1 because he was the attacker, 1 because his life was 
being threatened. 

 Discussion of the news story of a parent confronting students because his 
daughter was being bullied by students and no school admin did anything.  
Father received 6 mos in prison 
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o In 2009 in Chicago, a group of students were arrested for having a food fight and no one 
got hurt. 

 True.  Students were arrested and the school did not drop the charges. 
o A super predator is: 

 a military assault  rifle being used 
 a term for Black youth in the 1990s for trying adults in court 
 a genetically engineered wolf 

o (volunteer as a human chart) In 1995, only 32 expulsions happened in CPS.  How many 
students were expelled in 2003-04? 

 60 
 100 
 300 
 3000 – in less than 10 years, the number jumped by 100x mostly due to 

disciplinary code changes 
o In Florida a 3rd grade student was arrested for throwing a tantrum. 

 False.  She was actually in kindergarten, but she was arrested.  The mother 
picked up the daughter at the jail. 

 
Discussion: 

- What do the topics have in common? 
o violence – punishment did not fit the crime; cause and effect; relation to system 

perpetrating violence on other people 
o policies were based on prejudice from isolated incidents 
o lack of understanding, being afraid of not understanding or working with the problem 
o cookie cutter policies that do not work for everyone 

- What are the effects on the people? 
o expulsion, calling cops, hitting kids,  
o punishment and removing the kid from the community 
o is there a trickle-down effect?   

- What are some solutions? 
o need an alternative to removal; schools are not addressing the issue 
o need to be brought back in; provide understanding 
o need resources such as the CPS Disciplinary Code, but the resources need to  

- Ryan H.’s artistic rendition of School to Prison Pipeline 
o people in school going to college and people on the street are being sucked into prison 
o fishing line from prison to kids and no line for college 
o school side – students were individuals; prison side people were stacked up and become 

a number 
o college – people  can explore themselves; prison – don’t have the chance to explore  
o kids don’t have the emotional support from their surroundings which hurts self-esteem 

and can end in tragic consequences 
 how can that happen if the parents aren’t able to support their kids 
 resources are needed to help parents and kids; need to look at the family 

holistically and not just providing resources people do not need;  
o ‘Community/Social Work Syndrome’ – begin helping without asking what is needed 

 people who help can be a problem 
 we need to listen 

o statistic: students who have been suspended are more likely to become drop outs 
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 blame on student when the problem is really the school who makes it extra hard 
to get and edu; students are pushed out 

o Ryan H.’s artistic rendition of School to Prison Pipeline, enhanced! 
 addition of grocery store and corner store to the bottom of the pic 
 resources and alternatives are not available; can impact self-esteem as well as 

health; good nutrition is a fundamental need; need to invest in human needs in 
community 

 CPS food choices have changed so that they are healthier 
 people hang out at corner stores and not at grocery stores 

Conclusion 
- Feeding into the pipeline  

o the kids eat what the parents eat; need to work with parents and provide choices 
o economics – money is important; less money, but still paying more for what other 

people who has more money can get cheaper 
- Are people ready to do this workshop on their own? 

o Some ideas you can say in certain places; need to know your audience; ask different 
questions based on people in audience 

o might be more difficult to do with a homogenous group, but they still each have 
different ideas; ask more questions about inconsistencies 

o holding this conversation with people who are affected but also who might not realize 
that they are being affected is important; can’t limit the conversation or the message 

o use examples such as the game show, the drawing, get people involved 
Practice Session: 

- Broke into 2 groups so that people could practice delivering the workshop 


